Part of the centre of the city was beginning to relax. A brisk stream of vehicles was flowing towards the west, and a continuous swarming of pedestrians filled all the arteries which lead from the Place de la Concorde to the Bastile. It was the hour when the proportion of wealthy people in the streets is the highest; when the big shops, with their pitiless lights, are full of women ; when women seem everywhere happier and more numerous than men; when, in the churches, there is a faint murmur of prayers by candlelight alone ; and when the children of the poorer quarters chase one another shouting along the pavements.
In the Metro stations travellers, with one ear cocked for the approaching rumble of a train, were studying the map, looking for a street. Others, when they saw them doing so, noticed the map and looked at it too. For the first time, perhaps, they realised what the shape of the city was like, and really thought about it. They were surprised to discover which way such-and-such a boulevard ran, how big such-and-such a district was.
Cab-drivers and taxi-drivers were picking up fares and listening to the names of streets hitherto unknown to them. Then Paris unfolded in their heads, in their whole consciousness - a tangible Paris, made up of lines that were alive, of distances which were something that you actually felt; a Paris soaked with movement like a sponge and distorted by the perpetual flux of things that approached and receded. Suddenly, in this Paris which they identified with themselves, a street stung them somewhere quite definite, and they went after it as though it were an itch.
In the offices of the Prefecture, at the end of slatternly corridors, men in sleeve-guards were adding up births, cases of diphtheria, accidents caused by horse-drawn vehicles and by motor-vehicles, square yards of asphalt roadway, hundredweights of meat on the hoof, M£tro tickets reckoned by station and by line, net costs of passenger miles. They bent like anatomists over a bloodless Paris, and sliced long strips of figures off her.
The people in the eleven expresses were thinking about

